Student guide to finding your feedback and marks through Blackboard

About this guide
This guide describes how to find your provisional marks and feedback for assignments and assessments when they have been entered online in Blackboard by your lecturer.

For example, if your lecturer is marking your assignment electronically or you have completed an online test.

This can be for different types of online submission and assessment, such as:

- Blackboard Assignment
- Turnitin Assignment
- Test
- Graded Blog, Journal, Wiki or Discussion Board activity

When is my mark and feedback made available?
Your mark and feedback only becomes available on a set date and time.

For assignments, this is usually 15 working days after the submission deadline.

Feedback and marks for tests taken in Blackboard can be immediately available if this has been set up by your tutor.

Remember:
All grades provided to you in Blackboard are provisional and have not been ratified. This means that they can be subject to change.

How to find your mark and feedback
You can access your mark and feedback for an assessment in 3 places:

2. Under My Grades in a module.
3. From the assignment submission point.
1. From the Global Navigation

Click on your name in the grey box in the top right hand corner of Blackboard to open the Global Navigation panel. You will see a numbered red badge over the My Grades button if new marks have been made available.

Click My Grades > Module title to view your marks.

Click on the assessment title link to access your full feedback.

2. Under My Grades in a module

Click the My Grades link in the left hand menu in your module. Your marks can been found on this page.

Click on the assessment title link to access your full feedback.

Turnitin Assignments

On the Review Assignment page, click the button beside My Paper to see tutor feedback placed on your assignment within Turnitin.

Click the button beside Originality Report to view the Turnitin originality check (if this has been made available by your tutor).
Feedback from Instructor

On the Review Assignments page, check the Feedback From Instructor section for any Comments or attached documents next to Files From Instructor.

3. From the assignment submission point

You can access feedback and marks for a specific assignment by clicking on the link you used to submit your work.

Turnitin Assignment

Click the View / Complete link under the assignment submission title.

This opens the Assignment Inbox. Click the View button.

This is highlighted in blue when feedback is available.

Blackboard Assignments

On the My Grades page, click the assessment title. Your assignment and feedback opens directly in the Review Submission History page.

Blackboard Tests

After clicking on the assessment title on the My Grades page, the View Attempts page opens.

Click on your score under Calculated Grade to see the test feedback your tutor has made available.

Please note: If you submitted your work after the deadline, your mark will be adjusted in accordance with University policy. In some Schools, if your mark is subject to a late submission penalty, the mark shown in Turnitin will not be changed – you will need to look in My Grades to see the adjusted mark, along with the reason for the adjustment. If in doubt, please check with your Student Support Centre.

Blackboard Assignment

Click the title of the assignment to open the Review Submission History page.

Your feedback and mark are can be viewed when it has been made available.